"Not knowing is an energy..."
Resonance Improvisation Course for professional musicians
4 - 6 June 2022, exploratorium Berlin
with Thomas Lange, founder of Resonance Practice
Improvisation is a key competency for professional musicians, which has a positive effect
on all other aspects of music-making.
This course offers an improvisation concept in which the material to be played is
developed from a resonant sound quality.
This kind of improvisation provides the possibility to realize a sound quality, that makes it
easy for musicians to express musically.
That's what music-making is all about: How does the emotion come into the sound...?
If the musician can find the sound that makes expression easy, the often strenuous search
for suitable sound material becomes an improvisational flow.
A fulfilling improvisation is coherent in itself, spontaneous, alive, responsive and
expressive.
The course is addressed to professional musicians and music students
of all musical styles.
The improvisation concept of Resonance Practice enables musicians with various
horizons of experience to play together.
The concept also integrates all kinds of improvisation.
Free improvisation is the basis, possible are as well more bound forms,
like improvising over a melody or a harmonic basis.
Please bring your own music material, if you want to improvise on certain jazz standards
or specific compositions.
The sound movement exercises as well as various perception exercises of
Resonance Practic for sound quality, freedom of movement and expressiveness
are integrated into the course.
We will play in all kinds of formations: solo, duo, trio, quartet, etc. and also as
the whole group together.
Participation is only possible actively and is open to single players and ensembles.
The number of participants is limited to 12 musicians.
Course languages are English and German.
Place: exploratorium Berlin, Mehringdamm 55, 10961 Berlin, courtyard 1, entrance C
Time: Saturday until Monday, 4 - 6 June 2022,
respectively from 11-14 and 16-18 o´clock
Course Fee: 320,- €, Students 270,- €
Cancellation: In case of cancellation half of the course fee is to pay.
Registration: thl@resonanzlehre.de
31 Years Resonance Practice
http://www.resonanzlehre.de/english_introduction.php

